Fertilization

You can ﬁnd the current status of the certiﬁed
functionalities* in the AEF database.
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Function overview

Trip and total counter
Task Management (ISOBUS-TC)
Working with prescription maps
Section Control (SECTION-Control)
Multi-Product Control (MULTI-Product)
Multi-Device Control (MULTI-Device)
Multi-Boom Control (MULTI-Boom)
Rate control per section
(MULTI RATE-Control)

All information about the company and the
products can be found here:

www.mueller-elektronik.de

Multi-Boom Section Control
(MULTI SECTION-Control)
External keypads
AUX-N (Joystick)
Configuration

shop.mueller-elektronik.de

www.facebook.com/me.salzkotten

ME job computers comply with ISOBUS standard
11783 and are AEF-certified. You can find the current state of the certified functionalities* in the
AEF database.
* subject to change
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ISOBUS
UNI SPREADER-Controller
The UNI SPREADER-Controller is a control unit for all conventional universal spreaders or manure spreaders. The
application rate is automated through the regulation of
the conveyor belt speed. All relevant information is easily
accessible to the driver on the work screen. By means of
sensors, the user is informed about the status of the individual functions. The automated detection of field or road
is based on the forward speed and prevents operating
errors. Each system can be easily adjusted thanks to the
configurator - from simple manure spreaders all the way
to professional universal spreaders.
The high flexibility of the hardware and software guarantee a compatible, stable and state-of-the-art system on the
long term. The ISOBUS TASK-Controller functionality ensures perfect documentation via ISO-XML.

Work screen

Functions
Hydraulic functions such as raising the side extensions, spread limiter,
back door and chassis functions, can be single- or double-acting.
Sensors are used e.g. to monitor the speeds of the beaters and
spinners and to immediately detect any blockages. Connection to a
weighing system is possible for static weight determination.

Filling with the weighing system

Other functions
- Working lights
- Top link
- Active suspension
- Steering axle
- Lift axle
- Hydraulic drawbar
- Tyre inﬂation management
Chassis function with tyre inflation system

Advantages
- Easy handling
- ISOBUS system tested according to the AEF specifications
- High software flexibility (configuration tool)
- OEM adjustment possible
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ISOBUS
SPREADER-Controller
The ISOBUS SPREADER-Controller is a control system
for large-scale spreaders and pneumatic spreaders. The job
computer regulates the application rate in kilograms per
hectare according to the set target rate; for regulation both
electric and hydraulic motors can be controlled. The simple
menu navigation and easy-to-understand softkeys allow
simple access to the functions. The work screen offers the
driver all the important information.

Fertilizer spreader work screen

The great flexibility of the hardware and software guarantee a compatible, stable and state-of-the-art system on the
long term. The ISOBUS TASK-Controller ensures perfect
documentation via ISO-XML.

Functions

The work screen shows the user the current status of the application of the spreader. The header shows the actual rate of the
regulation for the individual products. The forward speed and the
speed of the individual spinners and the conveyor belt or the metering unit are also easy to read.

The application rate is regulated by adjusting the speed of the metering belt or the metering auger (via PWM) based on the forward
speed of the implement. In addition to monitoring the speed of
the spinners, the SPREADER-Controller can also actuate them
via hydraulic motors and regulate them to a desired speed. The
job computer constantly calculates the remaining quantity in the
tank during operation and informs the user on its status. Through
the support of AUX-N functionalities, the tractor driving lever can
also be used to control the implement. The SPREADER-Controller
offers internal trip and total counters for the area, quantity, time
and area output for documentation purposes.

Other functions
Pneumatic fertilizer spreader work screen

- Control of the tank cover
- Control of the spread limiter
- Calibration
- Internal product database
- Support weighing system
- Control of the gates
- Regulation of the spinner discs

By simply changing the conﬁguration, the application can be
rearranged to the pneumatic distribution of fertilizer. The software
then controls and monitors the fan accordingly.

Advantages
- AEF-certified ISOBUS system
- Configurable software
- MULTI-Control
- OEM adjustments possible
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ISOBUS SLURRY-Controller
ISOBUS SLURRY-Controller serves as a control and regulating device for slurry tankers. In addition to forward speedindependent regulation, the system also offers a multitude
of specific functions. All of the relevant information for the
driver is visible at a glance on the work screen, and the filling, application and chassis areas can be directly selected.
Especially when changing from field to road, this facilitates
the operation and prevents operating errors. Thanks to the
ME-Configurator, the system can be comfortably adapted
– whether it be for a simple slurry tanker or a complex solution.
The great flexibility of the hardware and software guarantee
a compatible, stable and state-of-the-art system on the
long term. The ISOBUS TASK-Controller ensures perfect
documentation via ISO-XML.

Functions
The target rate is regulated through the ﬂow measurement according to the forward speed. Hydraulic functions can be single- or
double-acting. For the application, sequences for up to 5 mounted
implements are available. Functions that must be manually executed by the driver in a deﬁned order can be saved as sequences.
Afterwards, all he has to do is press the corresponding START button to execute the functions automatically (e.g.: raising the grassland injector on the headlands)

Other functions

Sensors are used for example to monitor pump speeds or indicate
blockages in the divider. The system supports the latest generation
of CLAAS XERION-PHM modules. Up to 20 internal task counters
are available for easy documentation.

- Top link

- Drop stop
- Working lights
- Beacon
- Chassis functions (lift axle, drawbar suspension, etc.)
- Section control

- Integration of NIR-Sensor (manufacturer m-u-t GmbH)
- Tyre inﬂation system
- Control of the EHLA® steering of Mobil Elektronik GmbH

Advantages
- Easy handling
- ISOBUS system tested according to the AEF specifications
- High software flexibility (configuration tool)
- OEM adjustment possible
- The first ISOBUS system for slurry tankers to support all
precision farming functions
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Everything under control with the joystick.
The ISOBUS joystick PRO is fully compatible with AUX-N. The user is therefore given
the option of assigning an AUX-N input device with the functions he requires.
Via the X and Y axes of the joystick, the ﬁlling arm of the slurry tanker
can be controlled simply and precisely.

Work screen
The work screen provides the user with immediate access to all information and functions of the slurry tanker. The header shows the target
and actual rates for the regulation as well as the forward speed. A bar
graph on the slurry tanker shows the concrete ﬁll level, and the current
statuses of the sections are shown on the boom.

The chassis control
The chassis control of Mobil Elektronik GmbH is connected via CAN
and fully integrated into the operating concept. The application offers
all available chassis options. This guarantees the user quick and secure
access to all functions and easy operation.

NIR Sensor
The NIR sensor (manufacturer: m-u-t GmbH) can be used to determine
the ingredients and their concentration in the slurry. Thus, an exact rate
control of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium or ammonium in kg / ha is
possible. Automatic documentation is guaranteed by the TASK controller.
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ME-Conﬁgurator for
ISOBUS SLURRY-Controller
The ME-Configurator is a user-friendly software tool that
serves to configure the scope of functions on a slurry tanker.
The clear and intuitive menu structure makes it easier for
the user to set up the implement. Data exchange between
the PC and job computer is bidirectional. Thus, it is possible to transfer a previously created configuration file
from the PC to the job computer or to transfer it from a ME
terminal to the job computer via a USB memory device.
This simplifies e.g. the use in the end-of-line production.
The configurator is also very practical for servicing. In this
case, the functions and work screens can be edited directly
on the implement.

Functions

Assignment of the functions to the inputs/outputs

Configuration of the terminal display

The ME-Conﬁgurator can be used with different authorisation
levels. The expert mode for unrestricted use can be achieved with
extensive training by Müller-Elektronik.
In the respective menus, the functions of the implement can be
selected and the corresponding inputs/outputs on the job computer
can be activated. The assignment to speciﬁc hydraulic blocks
(pre-switch valve/A/B logic) can be done in advance. The terminal
display can be adapted to the individual needs, softkeys and
screen elements can be arranged simply by drag and drop on the
display. Similarly, the individual function levels of the joystick can
be assigned in advance. The sequential procedures for the mounted implement and the required functions and time sequences can
be fully planned in advance. All of the parameters that are already
known, such as the impulses/100 m or the geometry, can be easily
entered on the PC.

Assignment of the joystick

Advantages
- Easier configuration for
end-of-line production
- Comfortable use for service
- Always current due to regular updates
- Full flexibility in expert mode
Your local dealer:

Müller-Elektronik GmbH & Co. KG
Franz-Kleine-Straße 18 . 33154 Salzkotten . Germany
Tel. +49 5258 9834-0 . Fax +49 5258 9834-90
info@mueller-elektronik.de . www.mueller-elektronik.de
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